. Optical light path and filtration for the K-FLARE imaging system. A color camera, and two intendent and simultaneous NIR camera (700 nm emission and 800 nm emission) are built in the head of the system (left). Filter profile for the color and NIR channels (right). Figure S4 . Live cell imaging of C2C12 embedded in the NIR hydrogel. C2C12 (700 nm) stained with ESNF13 (5 µM) were embedded in 1% NIR hydrogel (800 nm) and observed for up to 2 weeks. All images were taken at identical exposure and normalized. Scale bars = 100 µm. Figure S5 . Live cell imaging of C2C12 embedded in 3% NIR hydrogel. C2C12 (700 nm) stained with ESNF13 (5 µM) were embedded in 3% NIR hydrogel and observed for up to 8 days. All images were taken at identical exposure and normalized. Scale bar = 100 µm. Figure S6 . Biodistribution and clearance of NIR hydrogel. Long-term degradation and biodistribution of NIR hydrogel were imaged at 21 days post-implantation, compared with a control animal without scaffold implantation. Animals were fed white chow without chlorophyll to avoid autofluorescence. Scale bars = 1 cm. Figure S7 . Dual-channel in vivo imaging of brain tissue growth and NIR hydrogel. NIR hydrogel (20 µL) was injected into the brain of animals and Ox1 (100 nmol) was administered to the same animal an hour prior to the dual-channel intraoperative imaging at day 7-d of postimplantation. Brain tissue (red) and NIR hydrogel (green) degradation observed with intact skull and after removing the skull. Scale bars = 2.5 mm. 
